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Abstract 
Interactive sculptmg is the process by which a designer can lmpose free-form shape changes 
to the object bemg designed Critical issues w t h  mteractive sculpting are 
D Development of algorithms for sculpting that can create arbitrarily complex shapes 
and can perform sculpting operations a t  Interactive rates 
D Design of intmtive and powerful user interfaces 
In t h s  work, lnteractive sculptmg has been approached m the following way, to tackle the 
above issues 
r> A voxel based approach has been adapted to reallze powerful sculpting tools 
D Designing sculpting tools for generalued free-form sculpting is a hard task Hence, 
machining metaphor, a farmliar one, has been resorted to for identifymg and design- 
ing the sculptmg tools This simplifies the user mterface requirement while reducmg 
the range of shapes posslble when compared to interactive sculpting 
This intermediate sculpting system obtained by combining voxel based modeling and 
machmmg metaphor has been termed as znteractzve mrtual machmzng ( IVM) A proto- 
type IVM system, Sirpi - Sculpting Interface for Rapid PrototypIng, has been developed 
Sirpl provides the designer with sculpting tools like milling and turning, whch resemble 
real Me machining tools The designer is provlded with an interactive environment, where 
he/she can use these tools to machme (sculpt) objects The designed objects can be pro- 
totyped using layered manufacturing (LM) technologes Some of the sample prototypes, 
prototyped usmg a Stratasys Fused Deposition Modeler, have been presented 
Abstract nil 
Minkowskl operations have been used to implement the sculpting library of Sirpi 
Octrees have been used to represent the objects Experience wlth Sirpi has shown that 
sculpting operations are the bottleneck for the interactivity of Sirpi Hence algorithms 
for voxel array based machining tools have been developed to speed up the sculpting 
operations Their implementation on an SGI power challenge workstation has shown that 
snteractive sculpting rates are not possible even with these voxel array based tools Hence, 
parallel algorithms for these tools have been developed Results of their implementation 
on a shared memory mult~processor environment have been presented and these results 
illustrate the feaslbllity of interactive sculpting 
